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A  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  OSCILLATORY
PROCESSES  AND  THEIR  PREDICTION

v. mandrekar1

Abstract. The oscillatory stochastic processes recently studied

by Priestley are characterized as deformed stationary curves in a

Hubert space. This characterization leads to the simple time

domain proof of prediction and moving average representation for

these stochastic processes in terms of the associated stationary curve.

In [6], A. N. Kolmogorov studied second order stationary processes as

curves in Hubert space. The idea again occurred in Cramer [2] for non-

stationary processes. In this note we characterize the oscillatory processes

introduced by Priestley [8] as deformed stationary curves in a Hubert

space and give a simple geometric solution for the prediction problem for

such curves. As a consequence of this one can easily derive the analytic

results on prediction in [1], thus providing a simple and more general

solution for the prediction problem of oscillatory processes. Also our

characterization makes the definition of the time dependent spectral

distribution an obvious generalization of the stationary case. For the sake

of being specific we consider throughout the continuous parameter case.

1. Definition. Let H be a Hilbert-space and R be the space of real

numbers with the usual topology. We say that

(a) x is a continuous curve in H, if x is a continuous map of R into H.

(b) y is a stationary continuous curve in 77 if (i) y is a continuous curve

in 77, (ii) (y(t),y(s)) is a function of t—s.

With every curve x in H we associate the following subspaces of H:

Hx(t) = Q{x(r),r^t},2

Hx(+co)=<5{x(T),reR},

HJL-co) = D Hj(t).
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2 S{ } denotes the subspace generated by vectors { }.
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If the curve is continuous Hx(+ oo) is separable. We say that a curve x in

H is purely nondeterministic if Hx(— co) = {0} and is said to be a deformed

stationary curve if there exists a stationary continuous curve y in H and

for each teR, A(t) on Hy(+ao) into Hy(+co) such that

(a)   9(A(t)) a (y(t), - oo < t < + co},

} (b)   x(t) = A(t)y(t),       teR.

If H=L2(Q, P) the space of square-integrable functions with respect to

P, the oscillatory processes are defined in [8] (see Note A below) as

/*+00

(3) xt =       eituat(u)Z(du)
J—00

where (i) Z(-) is an orthogonal countably additive (c.a.) set function with

values in H, (ii) the integral in (3) is the stochastic integral (Doob [3, p.

208]), (iii) for each teR, Jí* ^(w)!2 p(du)< oo where

P(A)=(Z(A),Z(A))r in)

AeB(R), Borel subsets of R.

Let us now define
/*+00

eitu2

J—00

(4) y(t) =       e^Z(du).
J—OO

Then clearly [3, p. 526] y is a stationary continuous curve in H. Using

Stone's Theorem [9, p. 383] and uniqueness of the Fourier representation

one obtains Z(A)=E(A)y0 for AeB(R), where E is the spectral measure

associated with the shift group defined for each seR by

(5) Uty(s) = y(t + s),       te R,

on Hy(+co) into Hy(+co). Furthermore Hy(+co) = (5{Uty0, teR}.

The following is our characterization of oscillatory processes.

6. Theorem, x is an oscillatory curve in H iff x is a deformed stationary

curve such that for each t, A(t)Ush=UsA(t)h, for he@>(A(tf) and for all

seR.

Proof. Let xt he oscillatory. Then y(t) defined in (4) is a continuous

stationary curve. Furthermore yt=^Z eituE(du)y0 where EC) is the

spectral measure associated with a continuous unitary group

{Ut, -co< / < +00}

given in (5) ([9, p. 383]). Define, for each teR,

(7) A(t) -       at(u)E(du)
/*+oo

=     «i(")

J —CO
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Then by [4, p. 1196], A(t) is closed. For each t, 3(A(/))=>{y(s), seR}.

By the definition of the spectral integral and the fact USE(A)=E(A)US for

AeB(R), we obtain that, for each teR, A(t)UJi=UsA(t)h for he9(A(t))

and for all seR. Furthermore,

A(t)y(t) = \     at(u)E(du) eituE(du)y0
«/—GO \_J~rXl

r+co

at(u)eituE(du)y0 = xt
•/—CO

since E(A) Ji£ eituE(du)y0=)A eituE(du)y<), AeB(R).

To prove the converse, we observe that since A(t)Ush=UsA(t)h for

heS>(A(t))^{y(t), - oo<i< + 00} and Hy(+ cc) = &{Usy0, seR} we obtain

by [7, p. 549] that there exists Borel measurable function at(-) such that

«/—a

¿(i) =        a((M)£(áM).
J—CO

The fact that S>04(i))={j'(0> -oo<r< + oo} [4, p. 1196] implies, for

each teR, jl£ \at(u)\2\\E(du)y0\\2 <oo. Hence we obtain

l*+°0 ¡"<X>

c(=        at(u)E(du)\    eituE(du)y0
•/—CO J —CO

°eí!uai(u)£(í/u)3;0=1
giving x¿ oscillatory.

Remark. We now observe that since xt = UtA(t)y0 the spectrum of

xt is given by \\E(A)A(t)y0\\2. This definition of spectrum was given in [8].

We now give sufficient conditions for a deformed stationary curve

x=A(-)y to be purely nondeterministic.

8. Corollary. Let x be a deformed stationary curve of the form (2).

If y is purely nondeterministic and, for each t, A(t)Hy(t)^Hy(t), then x is

purely nondeterministic.

9. Corollary. Let x be a deformed stationary curve of the form (2).

Assume that for each teR, (i) A(t)Hy(t)^Hy(t); (ii) Ait)\H (f) is invertible;

(iii) A^Hyity^Hyit), then x is purely nondeterministic iffy is purely non-

deterministic.

10. Corollary.    Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 9, xit)

has multiplicity one in the sense of Cramer [2].
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11. Corollary (Moving average representation). Let x be a

deformed stationary curve with associated stationary curve purely non-

deterministic. Assume that A(t) satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 8.

Then

(a) j;i=Jioo/(f—u)Ç(du) where £(•) is a c.a. set function with values in

Hv(+ oo) such that Hy(t) = Q{£(A), AeB(R), A<=(-co, t]};for A,A'eB(R),

(|(/4), Ç(A')) = cp,(Ar\A') with p being the Lebesgue measure and

P \f(u)\2p(du)< oo.
J — 00

(b) xt= fiœ h(t, u)Ç(du) where f is as in (a).

Proof,    (a) is due to Karhunen [5].

(b) From the fact, x(r)eS{f (A), AeB(R), A^ (- oo, t]} we get

x(t) = [    h(t,u)i(du).
I —oo

Corollaries 8 and 11 give generalizations of the main results of [1] to

the deformed stationary curves. The identification of the representation

in Corollary 11 (b) under additional conditions of [1, pp. 572-573] is trivial

and hence omitted.

Remark. The discrete parameter case can be handled in a parallel

way. All one needs is again the Stone-von Neumann theorem on com-

mutants [7].

Note A. We note here that our definition of oscillatory processes

differs from that of [8]. The class of oscillatory processes defined in [8]

included an extra condition that the modulus of the Fourier transform

of at(u) must have an absolute maximum of zero frequency. This problem

is connected with the uniqueness of the representation in Theorem 6 and

is connected with the spectral analysis of the process as a time series. It

has however no bearing on the prediction problem studied here and hence

our results here do include the results in [1].

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the referee for comments

which led to the addition of Note A which clarifies the relation of this

paper to [8].
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